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With 6 figures

Abstract: The ectoparasitic mite Varroa destructor is considered one of the greatest threats to the honeybee Apis mellifera. 
To successfully manage mite populations residing in the colony, beekeepers must stay informed of infestation levels in their 
apiaries. The remote, non-destructive detection of Varroa mites in honeybee hives would therefore be highly desirable. 
Here we show that an ultra-sensitive (1000 mV/g) accelerometer can detect vibrational waveforms originating from one 
individual mite. We further focus on a commonly observed pulsing behaviour never before described, characterising its 
physical features, periodicity and strength. The spectral features of the detected pulses strongly depend on the substrate on 
which they are produced. The characteristics of the vibrational pulse, particularly its repeatability and strength, indicate that 
mite vibrations could be successfully detected in a fully populated honeybee hive. These features, combined with the 
remarkably high varroa muscular power output (up to 810nW) indicate that this pulse may be functional for the mite. Our 
results uncover an exciting novel behaviour and provide a foundation for the remote detection of mites in beehives using 
vibration capture.
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1 Introduction

The Varroa destructor mite (Anderson & Trueman 2000) is 
described as the most influential ectoparasite of the European 
honeybee, Apis mellifera, in terms of its destructive impact 
(Rosenkranz et al. 2010; Evans & Cook 2018). Bee health 
and development is negatively affected by the mite feed-
ing on both adult bees and larvae, particularly as by doing 
so, it acts as a vector of viral diseases (Kevan et al. 2006; 
Chen & Siede 2007). Evidence has recently been found to 
demonstrate that mites feed primarily on the fat body of 
adult bees, which is an important tissue necessary for pro-
tein synthesis, pesticide detoxification and successful over-
wintering of colonies (Ramsey et al. 2019). Mite and bee are 
closely linked because the parasite lacks a free-living stage, 
instead adopting a two-phase life cycle: phoretic (on adult 
bees) and reproductive (within sealed brood cells). The adult 
bees carry a phoretic mite towards a brood cell, and the mite 
enters it a short time before the cell is capped in order to 
begin its reproductive phase (Rosenkranz 2010; Nazzi & Le 
Conte 2016). Once in the cell, mite reproduction appears to 

be synchronised with the development of bee larvae, regu-
lated by the production of larval signals (Frey et al. 2013).

1.1  The importance of detecting and monitoring 
Varroa mites in honeybee hives

Varroa infestation can lead to the complete destruction of 
colonies, particularly over the winter months as high mite 
levels in the autumn impact upon bee lifespan. This in turn 
affects the bees’ ability to transition from a winter bee into a 
summer bee, which is critical for colony success moving into 
the warmer months (Le Conte et al. 2010). The phenomenon 
known as Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) is also thought to 
be linked to Varroa presence in a hive, as mites are the cause 
of many adverse reactions in honeybees. It is the interac-
tion between these mite-related effects, combined with other 
stressors such as pesticides that is accepted to lead a colony 
to CCD (Le Conte et al. 2010). Beekeepers therefore need to 
stay on top of Varroa mite infestation in their apiaries. Many 
beekeepers treat preventatively, regardless of mite popula-
tion size (Lee et al. 2010). However, ‘blind’ use of chemical 
control can be detrimental without knowing the full extent of 
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the infestation level and whether treatment is truly needed at 
that time. This is due to the adverse effects of acaricides on 
honeybee processes and functions (Tihelka 2018), and mite 
resistance to chemical control, which has been documented 
around the world (Milani 1999; Martin 2004). This could be 
avoided through infestation checks and the use of alterna-
tive or rotated treatment types (Milani 1999; Pettis 2004). 
Regular monitoring is particularly useful to identify trends 
in the mite population (Gregorc & Sampson 2019), so that 
the mite control treatment can be applied at the correct time, 
if at all needed. However, at present, the monitoring methods 
available to beekeepers and honeybee/Varroa mite research-
ers are time-consuming, require physical visitation to hives 
and can be disruptive to the colony.

Counting the natural mite-fall to produce a whole col-
ony infestation estimate, for example, is inaccurate unless 
it is done daily over a prolonged period (Bienkowska & 
Konopacka 2001; Pietropaoli et al. 2021), which leads to reg-
ular visitation requirements. Other techniques such as sugar 
shake, washing and brood sampling require the removal 
and/or destruction of adult bees and brood (Dietemann 
et al. 2013; Barlow & Fell 2006). Although the sugar shake 
method allows bees to be placed back in the hive, there is 
still colony disruption caused, as well as inaccuracies that 
can be caused by sugar quality, temperature or humidity 
(Fakimzadeh et al. 2011; Gregorc et al. 2017).

1.2 Remote Varroa monitoring techniques
There has been a recent move towards investigation into 
remote monitoring techniques for honeybee colonies, includ-
ing Varroa detection. Improvements to reduce the number of 
hive visitations and negative impacts upon the colonies can 
be only be a positive step. Currently, the use of gas sensors 
(otherwise known as electronic noses, capable of identify-
ing complex odours (Bąk et al. 2020)) and video for detect-
ing mite presence in hives are being explored. At present, 
these sensors are being tested for their ability to discriminate 
between healthy and mite-infested colony odours (Bąk et al. 
2020; Szczurek et al. 2020a; Szczurek et al. 2020b; Konig 
2021), and in most cases these can be inserted into a hive 
and left to carry out continuous measurements that can be 
accessed remotely (Szczurek et al. 2020a; Szczurek et al. 
2020b; Konig 2021). However, they are at risk of being prop-
olised. In terms of video detection, various image process-
ing techniques and training software have been employed 
to identify the presence of a mite in video recordings of 
the adult bees or within brood cells (Ramirez et al. 2012; 
Elizondo et al. 2013; Chazette et al. 2016; Bjerge et al. 2019; 
Bilik et al. 2021). This work is currently in a prototype phase 
with some limitations, including video clarity affecting the 
chance of a successful detection (Elizondo et al. 2013) and 
the requirement for powerful hardware to carry out complex 
computations (Bilik et al. 2021). In the field, videos can only 
be recorded at the hive entrance (Bjerge et al. 2019), high-

lighting another flaw as this type of monitoring presently 
cannot take place within the darkness of the hive.

Here, we employ ultra-sensitive (1000 mV/g) accelerom-
eter sensors to capture vibrations produced by mite individu-
als. This technology has previously been employed by our 
research group for the remote detection of various individual 
honeybee vibratory signals, as well as providing vibration 
information on the status of the colony as a whole (Bencsik 
et al. 2015; Ramsey et al. 2018; Ramsey et al. 2020). The 
sensors are secured to the comb at the centre of the hive and 
can be left for unlimited, prolonged periods to continuously 
monitor and record the vibrations captured within the col-
ony, irrespective of propolis/wax coating or darkness levels. 
In this present work we establish whether mite vibrations can 
be successfully detected with this technology, with future 
implications for its use within honeybee hives to remotely 
and continuously monitor Varroa levels. In doing so, we also 
present a new Varroa behaviour.

2 Methods and materials

2.1 Mite collection
Measurements were undertaken at Nottingham Trent 
University between August 2019 and December 2019. Live 
Varroa mites were identified and collected daily from the 
baseboard of a colony of Apis mellifera. Mites were imme-
diately taken to the laboratory for use within one hour of 
collection. Live mites were weighed on a set of electronic 
scales (Kern ALJ 160-4NM) together, and an average taken, 
as a single mite was too small to register on the scales (n = 
12, 0.42 mg).

2.2 Visual and vibrational measurements
Mites were placed either onto (i) a plastic Petri-dish (50mm 
× 10mm), (ii) a “British Standard” sized frame of fully 
built, but empty comb or (iii) a piece of loaded brood-comb, 
removed from a hive using a scalpel (two samples were 
used: 1 – 3.5 × 2cm diameter, containing 6 empty cells and 
25 capped brood cells, and 2 – 4 × 2cm diameter, containing 
17 empty cells and 20 capped brood cells). An ultra-sensitive 
accelerometer (4507 B 002, Brüel and Kjær, 1000 mV/g) was 
used to collect the vibrational data, glued to the Petri-dish or 
secured centrally to the frame of comb by pushing it into 
the comb and adding a small amount of molten wax to hold 
it in place. Brood-comb samples were placed on the Petri-
dish with accelerometer attached. The activity of the mites 
on each substrate was filmed and the vibrational data syn-
chronously recorded with a camera (Sony 4K FDR-AX100E 
handycam, China). Each filming session lasted from 10 to 20 
minutes, for all three substrates. Mites were placed on each 
substrate in randomly selected groups (ranging from 1 indi-
vidual to 19 individuals), dependent on the number of mites 
collected that day. Overall, the number of videos recorded 
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for each are as follows: i) Petri-dish (n = 10), ii) honeycomb 
(n = 5), iii) brood-comb (n = 2). The full technical details for 
this set-up and all further experimental design can be found 
in supplementary material S1.

The recordings were then examined to identify behav-
iours of interest. Several behaviours were identified that 
produced a detectable vibrational trace (supplementary 
Fig. S2, S3, S4 and S5), but we chose to focus on those 
that were deemed the most promising for yielding exciting 
science and for further analysis. The pulse that is the main 
focus of this study is a vibrational trace that is produced 
by a novel behaviour, which we term ‘jolting’. Attempts 
to capture acoustic sound from this behaviour with both a 
standard microphone (Tascam DR-05X, USA) and ultra-
sonic bat detector (Magenta Bat 5, Tutbury, UK) were 
unsuccessful, indicating that jolting pulses produce vibra-
tory signals only.

For all recordings (265 minutes of footage in total) where 
more than one mite was in the field of view, each individual 
mite was tracked to record the corresponding number of jolt-
ing pulses produced, in order to obtain the percentages of 
mites that produced the behaviour of interest.

For in-depth analysis of jolting pulse features, three vid-
eos comprising of a (different) jolting mite individual were 
chosen, one for each of the three substrates. Focus was 
placed upon these individuals as they produced a high num-
ber of the pulses of interest in succession with visible and 
hearable accelerometer traces.

2.3  Comparing Varroa vibrations with  
honeybee vibrations

The strongest Varroa jolting accelerometer waveform on 
each substrate was compared with (i) mite walking vibra-
tions, (ii) the vibrations of an individual honeybee and  
(iii) those originating from a full honeybee colony. The 
strongest jolting pulse was initially chosen to demonstrate 
the current best-case scenario for discriminating between the 
vibrational trace of jolting and those of honeybee and Varroa 
behaviours. The magnitude of acceleration of every jolting 
pulse in the three collections was then also compared to the 
vibrational traces of honeybees and Varroa behaviours to 
provide an overall comparison.

‘Low’ and ‘high’ signal recordings of the honeybee col-
ony (depending on the comb mass density load) were col-
lected for the full colony comparison. The entire colony is 
distributed on ten frames, resulting in typically 1000 to 2000 
honeybees per frame, and we expect that around 10% of 
these individuals contributed to the measured signal.

An individual honeybee vibratory signal (a ‘whooping’ 
signal (Ramsey et al. 2017)), was also extracted from this 
data, for the individual honeybee comparison.

The brood-comb substrate data was chosen for visual 
comparison to the colony and individual honeybee vibrations 
as the brood-comb set-up is (i) the closest to the mites’ natu-

ral environment, and (ii) is the best match of substrate types 
onto which accelerometers were attached. This allowed us to 
explore the possibility of detecting mites amidst the continu-
ous honeybee signal.

2.4  Estimating the power required for Varroa 
jolting pulse production

The power output of the jolting pulse (i.e. the muscular power 
required by the animal to produce the vibration (Michelsen 
et al. 1982)) was estimated by an experiment aiming at repli-
cating the vibrational trace of the Varroa jolting signal. Glass 
beads (400 µm in diameter) were dropped from a height of 
1cm onto the Petri-dish, both directly above and slightly 
offset the accelerometer, to replicate the differing positions 
of mites when jolting. Fifteen repeats were taken for each 
position.

The bead velocity was measured by estimating the 
distance travelled by the bead frame-by-frame as it was 
dropped, using a video captured at 240 frames-per-second 
(FPS). The average weight of a collection of glass beads 
was taken as a single bead was too light to be detected by 
the scales (8028-series professional digital jewellery scale, 
China) (0.07 mg).

2.5 Signal analysis
All signal analysis was conducted through Matlab (Refworks 
2019a) using code written specifically for this study at 
Nottingham Trent University. The vibrational trace of the 
jolting behaviour was analysed directly from the audio track 
of the video footage. The synchronicity between the vibra-
tional trace and the movement of the Varroa mite was demon-
strated through the creation of a separate movie (one for each 
of the substrates investigated). Each jolting pulse vibrational 
trace was extracted from the accelerometer data and further 
analysed using their waveforms and spectrograms. All the 
pulses in each substrate collection were carefully synchro-
nised using the cross-correlation product so that comparisons 
could be made within the three collections. Two methods of 
alignment were used, dependent on the type of analysis that 
was to be performed. Varroa walking pulse vibrational traces 
were also extracted from the three recordings for comparison 
against the jolting pulses on each respective substrate.

2.6  Signal to noise ratio analysis/successful 
detection of jolting pulses

To establish how detectable the jolting pulse is, by acceler-
ometer evidence only, the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) value 
was first estimated for each substrate and each jolting pulse: 
Petri-dish, empty honeycomb and brood-comb. Critical lis-
tening of the accelerometer recording of the signals was then 
undertaken, separately. Playback speeds for each substrate 
were reduced accordingly, to best demonstrate the pulses 
audibly (Petri-dish reduced by a factor ten, honeycomb and 
brood-comb reduced by a factor 2). The percentage of audi-
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ble signals was finally calculated to pinpoint the (indepen-
dently calculated) SNR threshold value, indicating where the 
method begins to detect jolting signals.

2.7  Accelerometer and Petri-dish resonance 
analysis

To measure the inherent resonance of the accelerometer that 
is used in our work, a full frequency sweep (0-24000 Hz) 
was conducted, using the same equipment as for the rest 
of the study. The amplitude of the accelerometer record-
ings, taken at three signal magnitudes, was compared by 
plotting the ratio between the signal sizes. The Petri-dish 
with attached accelerometer was also measured with a full 
frequency sweep (0-24000 Hz) to establish the frequency 
response and to then compare it to that of the accelerom-
eter alone. The responses of the Petri-dish and accelerometer 
were then visualised together.

3 Results

3.1 The behaviour of interest: the jolting pulse
The vibration that is the focus of this study, here termed 
‘jolting pulse’, chosen because of the corresponding abrupt 
movement of the body, is extensively showcased and ana-
lysed. We describe this behaviour as a rapid pulsing of the 
body either in a left or right direction, before returning to 
the original central resting position (supplementary video 
S6). When producing a jolting pulse and viewed from a 
side-on position, the Varroa legs can also occasionally be 
observed to flex, moving the body down and then back up 
again off the substrate (supplementary video S7). During 
all video observations, mites were only observed to jolt 
when stationary.

Mite jolting behaviour was recorded and analysed on 
three substrates (empty honeycomb, brood-comb and Petri-
dish). Overall, 55 mites were inspected for general jolting 
patterns. 46% of these were never observed to jolt. The 
remaining 54% jolted at some stage during the video foot-
age, categorised as either jolting without an obvious trend 
(42%), or jolting with an obvious trend (13%) (supplemen-
tary Fig. S8). We define ‘obvious trend’ as a mite repeatedly 
jolting in quick succession, with 10 seconds or less between 
consecutive jolts for more than one minute following com-
mencement of the behaviour.

A substantial number of jolting vibrational pulses were 
measured on Petri-dish (n = 250) and on brood comb (n = 
189), with a smaller sample size for honeycomb (n = 28). 
Other vibrational traces were also detected when mites pro-
duced recognisable motions such as walking (supplementary 
video S2). All observed behaviours except one (defecation) 
produced measurable accelerometer traces (supplementary 
videos S3, S4 and S5).

Fig. 1. A diagram to demonstrate the process of analysing the 
jolting pulse data. All three mites on each substrate underwent 
the same video analysis. The mite is placed on the substrate with 
the accelerometer attached and is filmed with the camera, pro-
ducing a movie that has synchronous audio and video. The left-
hand side of this diagram demonstrates how the vibrational data 
are processed. The raw accelerometer waveform of the movie is 
transformed into a spectrum, which shows the frequency (Hz)  
(x axis) and magnitude of acceleration (m/s2) (y axis) of the vibra-
tional data. A collection of such spectra are then stacked into a 
spectrogram, which shows time (seconds) (x axis), frequency 
(Hz) (y axis) and magnitude of acceleration (logarithmic to the 
base 10) (pixel intensity). Dark red shows the highest magnitude 
and dark blue shows one 70th of this maximum. The maximum 
acceleration magnitude is forced to be that of the Varroa jolting 
pulses for better viewing, resulting in clipping of the irrelevant 
data at the lowest frequencies. The accelerometer recording for 
the entire original movie is transformed into a spectrogram, run-
ning with respect to time. The bottom panel shows a two-sec-
onds long section of this movie. The right-hand side of the 
diagram demonstrates how the visual data are processed. The 
original video data that is collected is further cropped to better 
focus on the mite for the purpose of simple edge detection (by 
means of the spatial gradient of the pixel intensity). The modulus 
(absolute value) of the difference image shows the changes in 
pixel intensity in two consecutive frames as seen in the spatial 
difference image. In the modulus of the difference image, the 
mite is mostly dark blue when motionless, but exhibits edges that 
flash red when moving abruptly. The sum of the pixel intensities 
in this panel are then displayed as the white line that is superim-
posed on the spectrogram data of the bottom panel. This demon-
strates the remarkable synchronicity between video-detected 
mite displacement and accelerometer trace. This processing is 
used to create the supplementary videos S9, S10 and S11.
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3.2  Relating the Varroa vibrational pulse to the 
video recording of jolting

The absolute timing of each jolt accelerometer trace was 
assessed within the sampling rate used for that signal, i.e. 
48 000 Hz. The vibrational trace is systematically seen 
(Fig. 1) to be produced within the time window of the video-
detected mite jolting displacement, which is assessed within 
an interval of two successive video frames i.e. 20ms. Despite 
this large discrepancy in the sampling rates of the two inde-
pendent assessments of the jolting, our analysis demonstrates 
(Fig. 1) that the observed vibrational trace and the jolting 
behaviour of the mite are consistently synchronous phenom-
ena to within 20ms (Fig. 1, supplementary videos S9, S10, 
S11). Figure 1 also demonstrates that the visually assessed 
time duration of the jolting (the width of the white peaks) is 
substantially longer to that assessed from the vibration (the 
spectrogram traces).

3.3 Effect of substrate
The Varroa jolting vibrational trace that exhibited the high-
est magnitude was extracted from each substrate-specific 
collection of measurements (Fig. 2). This trace varies sub-
stantially, in shape mostly, and modestly in time duration, 

dependent on the substrate on which the mite resides. The 
substrate-specific features observed in the loudest pulses can 
also be seen in most of the jolting vibrational traces. On the 
Petri-dish, the signal is mostly found at the highest measured 
frequencies (19 to 23 kHz), with the strongest signal contri-
bution found between 22 and 23 kHz (Fig. 2, supplementary 
video S12, supplementary Fig. S13). On the brood-comb, 
the opposite situation occurs, with the signal of highest 
magnitude found at the lowest frequencies between 1 and 
1.5 kHz (Fig. 2, supplementary video S14, supplementary 
Fig. S15). In the honeycomb the signal is found over a much 
broader bandwidth between 0.5 and 10 kHz (Fig. 2, supple-
mentary video S16, supplementary Fig. S17, supplementary 
Fig. S18). As the pulses in Fig. 2 are exceptionally strong, 
the Varroa jolting pulses also stimulate a collection of fre-
quency bands rarely visible on the full collection of spectra.

The maximum acceleration values of the strongest jolts 
are similar between the honeycomb (0.0032 m/s2) and 
brood-comb (0.0035 m/s2), with a stronger acceleration for 
the loudest Petri-dish pulse (0.005 m/s2) (Fig. 2). In spite of 
this, the trace on the honeycomb spectrogram is noticeably 
fainter (typically reaching the yellow colour, i.e. approxi-
mately 5 times weaker than the signal seen otherwise in the 

Fig. 2. A series of accelerometer waveforms (top) and spectrograms (bottom) allowing the comparison of the vibration originating 
from the strongest Varroa jolt, detected within three separate substrates (Petri-dish (a and d), empty honeycomb (b and e), and brood-
comb (c and f). The accelerometer waveform has been high-pass filtered (500 Hz cut-off for all substrates) to remove irrelevant back-
ground vibrations that otherwise dominate the waveform. In the spectrogram, acceleration magnitude is logarithmic (to the base 10), 
where the highest magnitude is dark red (1.6×10-3 m/s2) and the lowest magnitude dark blue (and forced to 1/70 of the maximum). 
Panels found in the top, and the bottom, are scaled identically for ease of comparison.
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deep red band), due to the signal being spread over a remark-
ably broad band.

All jolting pulses have an exceptionally short time dura-
tion, regardless of the substrate. The jolting pulse appears as 
a single, rapid pulse that takes between 0.05ms and 0.09ms 
to grow, exponentially, from the start of the signal to maxi-
mum acceleration on the honeycomb and Petri-dish sub-
strates, respectively. On the brood-comb, the growing wave 
front appears gaussian, with a 1ms typical time duration 
(supplementary Fig. S19).

Jolting waveforms registered in both honeycomb and 
Petri-dish can be described as damped sine waves, with a 
typical decay constant of 0.1ms and 1.2ms respectively for 
the strongest pulses (Supplementary Fig. S19). To assess the 
full pulse collections, average decay constants (λ) were cal-
culated after visual fitting on the clearest individual wave-
forms to quantitate the variation in the population of pulses 
(Petri-dish (n = 20) λ = 1.94ms (mean), 1.03ms (s.d.), honey-
comb (n = 5) λ = 0.5ms (mean), 0.37ms (s.d.)).

Separate, repeatable features observed in the pulses 
detected within the brood-comb substrate prompted us to 
select the 40 traces with the highest magnitudes, and to aver-
age them to showcase the mean accelerometer waveform 

characteristics. The envelope of the corresponding brood-
comb pulse is very well described by a gaussian function 
(supplementary Fig. S19), with an average full width at half-
maximum of 1.33ms. It is worth noting that there is also a 
visible, but negligible, exponential decay of the signal.

3.4 Within substrate comparison
The strongest jolting pulses are not necessarily representa-
tive of the whole collection of measurements as deviations 
from pulse to pulse can take place. Amongst the three sub-
strates, jolting pulses detected within the brood-comb exhibit 
the highest repeatability (Fig. 3 for the waveforms, supple-
mentary Fig. S15 for the corresponding power spectra). All 
pulses are 4 to 10ms long, with three to five main lobes prob-
ably originating from one of the substrate’s resonant mode. 
A few Varroa pulses (3%, based upon visual examination 
of the spectrograms and waveforms) exhibit a double peak 
(e.g. the tenth pulse on Fig. 3), which, upon inspection of the 
video, appears to be produced by a matching rapid, repeated 
motion of the Varroa body (supplementary video S20). When 
slowed down appropriately, jolting pulses in this video can 
be heard as ‘knocking’ noises, with the double trace pulses 
producing two separate knocks.

Fig. 3. The collection of all 189 jolting pulses detected in the brood-comb after under-going cross-correlation alignment with the refer-
ence pulse (pulse number 1 in this instance), and further sorted by magnitude, in decreasing order. The similarity between pulses 
observed in this figure is remarkable. The polarity of acceleration has been forced to be positive to allow its magnitude to be shown 
on a logarithmic (log base 10) scale with dark red showing as the highest magnitude (3.4×10-3 m/s2) and dark blue showing as the 
minimum magnitude (1/50 of the maximum).
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In the case of the Petri-dish substrate, most of the visible 
traces in spectrogram format are short, single peaks mostly 
found at the ultra-high frequency range, again with a few 
instances exhibiting more than one peak in quick succession 
(supplementary video S12). However, careful inspection of 
the original Petri-dish Varroa jolting video does not reveal 
behaviour changes that could be linked to the production of 
multiple peaks (supplementary video S9).

Of the 40 strongest jolting pulses on the Petri-dish 25% 
(n = 10) of the spectra also exhibit lower frequency bands, 
additional to the ultra-high frequency band (supplementary 
Fig. S21). These are found around 10.6 to 11.3 kHz, 13.4 
to 14.1 kHz, and 15.1 to 15.8 kHz. Of this 25%, seven are 
found in the top ten strongest of the whole sample.

Varroa jolting pulses registered in the empty honey-
comb substrate also exhibit variation. Some of the visible 
honeycomb pulses comprise of a ‘train’ of several pulses 
in quick succession. An exceptional instance of this can be 
seen (supplementary Fig. S22) with six clear consecutive 
traces within 10ms of recording. In this case, when observ-
ing the mite on the video footage, the expected behaviour 
is not seen. Instead, the mite jolts its body to the right and 
then in a forward motion, rather than back to the left (sup-

plementary video S23). This movement has not been seen 
in other pulses that produce multiple peaks, but still yields 
vibrational pulses with spectral features identical to those of 
a jolting behaviour.

3.5  Comparison of jolting pulse with other 
vibrational traces

Here, the Varroa jolting accelerometer waveforms are com-
pared to those originating from (i) the mite walking and  
(ii) honeybees. We first compare the strongest jolting pulse 
with the signal captured from a full honeybee colony, 
using the brood-comb data for the comparison (Fig. 4). 
The strongest Varroa pulse is compared with a single hon-
eybee ‘whooping’ signal, and the overall signal originat-
ing from the colony during two phases: low accelerometer 
signal (frame is heavily loaded with brood and/or honey, 
therefore attenuating vibrational signals) and high acceler-
ometer signal (frame is mostly empty, therefore less attenu-
ation occurs). Despite the large difference in mass and size 
between an adult honeybee individual (115 ± 7 mg (Schmolz 
et al. 2005), 15mm) and a Varroa mite (0.42 mg, 1mm), it 
is most surprising to find that the acceleration magnitude of 
the strongest jolting pulse is comparable to that of the colony 

Fig. 4. A series of 0.5s long spectrograms allowing the comparison of the vibration originating from the strongest Varroa jolt on brood-
comb (panel a), a honeybee whooping signal that comprises of a single pulse (panel b), and the whole honeybee colony in both low 
signal (panel c) and high signal periods (panel d). Variation in signal strength between ‘c’ and ‘d’ occurs mostly as a result of changes 
in comb mass density throughout the 21-day period of the brood-cycle. In this figure, the magnitude of the acceleration is logarithmic 
(to the base 10), where the highest magnitude is dark red (7.5×10-3 m/s2) and the lowest magnitude dark blue (and forced to 1/200 of 
the maximum). All four panels are scaled identically for ease of comparison. In the top spectrogram, the regular background vibration 
inherent to the room was calculated and subtracted.
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during a period of low signal (jolting pulse = 9.4×10-3 m/s2, 
low signal colony = 1.9×10-3 m/s2). The jolting pulse is also 
only five times smaller than (i) an individual pulsed bee 
signal and (ii) the entire colony when accelerometer signal 
is high (Fig. 4, supplementary Fig. S24) (jolting pulse = 
9.4×10-3 m/s2, whooping signal = 4.5×10-2 m/s2, high signal 
colony = 4.5×10-2 m/s2). The quoted magnitudes of accel-
eration represent the integral of all acceleration frequency 
components for the maximum vertical point in time in each 
panel (supplementary Fig. S24).

The strongest jolting pulse captured on the empty hon-
eycomb also demonstrates the same order of magnitude as 
the vibrations of the honeybee colony (loudest honeycomb 
jolting = 9.2×10-3 m/s2 (supplementary Fig. S25), registered 
from within a normally loaded frame.

The jolting vibrations are then compared to walking mite 
vibrations, registered on all three substrates (supplementary 
Fig. S26). On each of the three substrates, the maximum mag-
nitude of acceleration is calculated for every jolting pulse, 
and a large collection of walking pulses, for comparison. 
Although for the case of the brood-comb, in rare instances, 
walking vibrations can be stronger than jolting pulses, the 
average jolting pulse strength is systematically higher than 
that of the walking pulses on all substrates (Fig. 5).

The spectra of the walking and jolting pulses are then 
compared to each other to explore whether they could be dis-
criminated (supplementary Fig. S27). The vibrational pulses 
originating from a Varroa walking on all three substrates are 
produced regularly at a frequency ranging from 0.5 to 3 kHz. 
On the Petri-dish, the 0.5 kHz peak may be a resonance of 
the Petri-dish, as it is the only frequency clearly observed 
as a result of stimulation to this substrate (supplementary 
Fig. S28). On the brood-comb, the vibrations produced by 
both behaviours share the same frequency band, whereas the 
Petri-dish and honeycomb demonstrate high discrimination. 
Both the jolting and walking pulses on honeycomb stimulate 
the ultra-high frequency bandwidth that seems to originate 
from a resonant mode inherent to the accelerometer itself 
(supplementary Fig. S29).

3.6 Estimation of pulse power output
To estimate the power output provided by a mite deliver-
ing a jolting pulse, a well-controlled vibration was produced 
artificially, yielding a vibrational trace similar to that of a 
Varroa.

The kinetic energy of the bead hitting the Petri-dish (see 
‘Methods’) was estimated to be 17.5nJ, which, when deliv-
ered within 0.54ms (the time duration of a jolting pulse to 

Fig. 5. A series of histograms demonstrating the strength of Varroa jolting against the walking pulses on each substrate. In all three 
panels the vertical axis is normalised to showcase the distribution probability (Petri-dish jolting/walking pulses n = 250/89, honeycomb 
jolting/walking pulses n = 28/219, brood-comb jolting/walking pulses n = 189/1272). Histogram bin-width is identical for all plots – but 
the displayed black walking bars have been narrowed so that the red jolting bars, displayed behind, can be viewed.
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go from 0 to maximum on the Petri-dish (supplementary 
Fig. S19) results in a power of approximately 32µW. As the 
mite vibrational pulse is forty times weaker than the artifi-
cially produced vibration, this means that the animal must 
typically deliver approximately forty times less power, i.e. 
810nW in each jolting pulse.

3.7  The detectability of jolting pulses using 
accelerometer sensors

Not all video-evidenced jolting pulses produced a detectable 
vibrational trace. This must be due to the animal delivering 
vibrations with varying strength. The fraction of detected 
pulses decreases with a reduction in the accelerometer’s 
sensitivity, and no jolting vibration was ever detected when 
using a ten-times less sensitive crystal (4507, Brüel & Kjær, 
100 mV/g).

In order to assess the detectability of jolting vibrational 
pulses on each substrate, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) was 
estimated for each vibrational trace, and we also indepen-
dently noted the percentage of pulses that could be picked up 
by critical listening, to best perceive the collection of jolting 
pulses. On the brood-comb, 25% of pulses were hearable, 
corresponding to a SNR boundary of 0.7475. Petri-dish and 
honeycomb exhibited a higher percentage of audible pulses, 

47% (SNR boundary = 0.0142) and 68% (SNR boundary = 
0.2265), respectively.

3.8 Periodicity of the behaviour
We now consider all the mite individuals observed for jolting 
behaviour (supplementary Fig. S8), and describe the period-
icity and pattern of the jolting. Mites produced this behav-
iour for varying lengths of time (from as little as one single 
jolt up to almost 50 minutes of regular jolting behaviour), 
often with a few location changes between where jolting was 
seen to temporarily cease.

Of the mites that were observed jolting (54.5%, n = 30), 
individuals were categorised based upon the greatest length 
of time during which the behaviour was regularly produced. 
We call this a ‘bout’ of jolting, defined as a period where a 
mite remains in the same position and jolts with 10 seconds 
or less between consecutive pulses. If more than 10 seconds 
elapsed, or mite re-positioning occurred, then the subsequent 
jolt that followed this was considered to be the start of a new 
bout. 77% of these mites jolted for periods of less than one 
minute (supplementary Fig. S8, panel ‘b’). Mites producing 
a jolting bout that lasted more than one minute (13%) were 
then further scrutinised to identify an overall behaviour pat-
tern during their time spent on the substrate.

Fig. 6. Jolt occurrence time intervals with respect to time. The data for the mite jolting on Petri-dish (left column) and on brood-comb 
(right column) are shown here. Jolt occurrence time intervals are showcased in both linear (a, b) and logarithmic (c, d) scales. A 
change in the colour of the data points is indicative of the mite moving to a new position on the substrate.
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The overall duration of jolting varied between individu-
als, with the longest time-period observed as 49 minutes and 
50 seconds. The Petri-dish and brood-comb mites pulsed 
for approximately 8 minutes each (Fig. 6). The periodicity 
of the jolting of the mite individual residing on the empty 
honeycomb is also shown alongside the data for other mites 
(supplementary Fig. S30) with broadly varying overall puls-
ing time durations demonstrated. In 50% of cases in this cat-
egory, mites repositioned during jolting. This was either a 
minor displacement, where the mite simply stopped pulsing 
to turn and face another direction, or a larger motion, where 
it stopped then walked to another area on the substrate before 
immediately continuing with the behaviour.

For some mites, there appears to be a trend in their puls-
ing activity, but modest sample size prevents us from draw-
ing interpretive comments. Some individuals jolt rapidly 
from commencement of the behaviour, with very short time 
intervals, around 0.5 seconds, between consecutive jolt-
ing pulses. As time increases, the temporal density of pulse 
occurrences decreases (see Fig. 6, panels ‘a’ and ‘c’, see also 
supplementary Fig. S3, panels ‘a’ to ‘d’). Other individu-
als produce jolting pulses at more regular intervals regard-
less of time, with a similar rest period between consecutive 
pulses (Fig. 6, panels ‘b’ and ‘d’, supplementary Fig. S30, 
panels ‘e’ to ‘h’). Where repositioning occurs, identified by 
a change in colour on the figures (Fig. 6, supplementary Fig. 
S30) the trends here described appear to continue regardless 
of the interruption due to movement.

4 Discussion

In this work, we detected vibrational signals originating 
from individual Varroa mites with accelerometer sensors. As 
the jolting behaviour is very common, it comes to a great 
surprise that it has, until now, remained unnoticed. Only 
one previous study describes ‘jolting movements’ in Varroa 
(Piou et al. 2019), however this work instead characterised 
the reaction of mites to electrostatic substrate discharges. In 
our study, more than 50% of mites produced jolting behav-
iour at some stage during our observations, ranging from 
single jolts to mites that jolted hundreds of times for several 
minutes.

The synchronicity between video-captured mite move-
ments and accelerometer vibrational traces provides strong 
evidence that the displacements of the body in left and 
right directions are features of the same behaviour which 
also yields a detectable vibration. Critical listening of the 
audio of the slowed video data also further demonstrates a 
robust synchronicity where the jolting pulses can be heard 
as ‘knocking’, ‘clapping’ or ‘clinking’ noises, with a timbre 
clearly modulated by the nature of the substrate in which the 
vibration is detected.

On all three substrates investigated, double or multiple 
peak vibrations were occasionally found in rapid succes-

sion. On brood-comb and honeycomb, two rapid, successive 
body displacements can be seen alongside a double audible 
‘knock’ or ‘clap’ consistent with the multiple peak vibratory 
trace seen. For Petri-dish, although visible differences in the 
jolting vibrational traces are seen (some have single peaks, 
some multiple peaks), there are no visual or audible differ-
ences in the production of both types of pulse when viewing 
the displacement of the mite. Perhaps the double motion of 
the body observed on the brood-comb and honeycomb is a 
result of the uneven comb surface interfering with the flow 
of the displacement, whereas the Petri-dish is homogenous 
and flat.

The mechanism behind jolting vibration production can 
only be speculated presently. The visible motion of the body 
is approximately 20ms, the vibrational trace itself is only 0.3 
to 1ms long, followed by a decay of 1 to 4ms that is likely 
to result from the resonance of the substrate. This could be 
indicative of a ‘spring’ or ‘click’ mechanism, which is docu-
mented in a variety of species that produce ultra-short and 
ultra-fast movements (Gronenberg 1996; Patek et al. 2011). 
The relatively slow visual jolting would correspond to the 
loading of the ‘spring’, whilst its ultrafast release would 
cause the remarkably short accelerometer pulse.

4.1 Substrate dependent jolting pulse features
Dependent on the substrate on which it is transmitted, the 
jolting pulse vibrational trace varies substantially, as would 
be expected from any vibrational signal captured on a variety 
of media. In the honeycomb, in particular, there is a remark-
ably broad band trace that could be described as resulting 
from a Dirac Delta function (note, also, that for similar accel-
erometer traces, the broader the spectral band is, the weaker 
the signal magnitude registered on the spectrum, necessarily, 
as seen in Fig. 2). This corresponds to an ultra-fast burst of 
energy delivered to the substrate (Reeping & Reid 2016). A 
jolting mite delivers a short burst of vibrational energy into 
the material on which it stands and the shorter this pulse is, 
the broader the environmental information gathered in the 
spectrum we register. The pulse growth appears to be the 
only part of the vibration highly specific to the mite. The 
oscillations following it, which contribute to the overall time 
duration of the pulse, must result from the vibrational energy 
gradually dissipating in the substrate.

The platform on which a vibration is transmitted pro-
duces a set of resonance signals that are characteristic of the 
substrate (Otten et al. 2001), a strong feature that we see in 
our results. Stronger Petri-dish and honeycomb jolting pulses 
stimulated an increased number of frequency bandwidths 
than lower intensity ones, an indication that more resonance 
information is produced (Otten et al. 2001). Jolting pulses 
in general stimulate more frequencies than walking pulses, 
which have a lower frequency bandwidth of 0.5 to 3 kHz, 
irrespective of the substrate they were delivered on. It is per-
haps the result of the natural responding frequencies of the 
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substrate that cause brood-comb jolting and walking pulses 
to share a similar bandwidth.

The main resonance of the accelerometer used (17.9 kHz) 
was coincidentally never stimulated by mite activities. 
Deviation from signal strength linearity at the moderate 
resonances of the crystal (11, 15 and 22 kHz) was less than 
10% (supplementary Fig. S29), further indicating that the 
frequency components of the jolting pulses were a genuine 
result of mite stimulation.

4.2  Successful accelerometer detection  
of mite signals

Accelerometers have been used successfully by our research 
group to detect and characterise specific honey bee signals 
(Bencsik et al. 2015; Ramsey et al. 2018; Ramsey et al. 
2020), and we have now demonstrated that the same sen-
sors can also detect the vibrations of a much smaller and 
lighter organism, V.destructor, on three different substrates. 
Varroa jolting signal capture is particularly successful on the 
Petri-dish and honeycomb substrates, but still demonstrates 
an efficacy of 25% on the denser brood-comb. This is still 
remarkably good, considering that capped brood-comb is 
known to be poorer at transmitting vibrational signals in 
comparison to open, empty cells (Bencsik et al. 2015).

4.3  Application of jolting pulse detection  
in beehives

Our results suggest that it might be possible to continuously, 
non-invasively detect live Varroa mites within fully popu-
lated hives using accelerometers. We have demonstrated that 
this signal is highly repeatable, with an identifiable shape, 
spectrum and time duration, including for Varroa residing 
on brood-comb, which is the most similar to a real hive 
substrate.

The average strength of the jolting pulse is well above 
what would be expected for an animal of such a small size. 
The vibrational strength of the honeybee colony recording, 
in which hundreds of bees contribute to the measurement 
during a period of high signal, is only one order of magni-
tude higher than that of a single mite jolting pulse. We can 
see in our data that when there are lulls in bee buzzing, jolt-
ing pulses exceed the maximum acceleration of the bee sig-
nal, providing a good opportunity for them to be detected. 
The high signal data strength is, even more surprisingly, 
comparable to that of the jolting, although there is a limi-
tation to this result: The honeybee vibrations were emanat-
ing from an entire hive’s frame, which during the low signal 
period was loaded with brood/honey, whilst the jolting pulse, 
in comparison, was delivered onto a much smaller section 
of brood-comb. This perhaps led to the comparable signal 
strength seen in the low signal data when compared to the 
jolting pulse. Nonetheless, we have shown that honeycomb 
pulses are comparable in strength to brood-comb pulses, and 
these were recorded on a British standard sized frame which, 
although devoid of contents, was still fully built in terms of 

the wax cells, i.e close to the expected substrate in the hive. 
This is especially true for the high signal hive data, as the 
frame will be closer to a state of emptiness due to a lack 
of brood e.g. when eggs have just been laid, after a swarm 
and during winter (Bencsik et al. 2015). Success in detecting 
Varroa vibrational signals in the hive is therefore expected 
to vary throughout the year in response to the everchanging 
periods of high and low signal that occur due to the brood-
cycle and therefore shifts in frame load (Bencsik et al. 2015).

It is most likely that mites would be successfully detected 
when within the brood cells, as population modelling pre-
dicts that 65% of mites in a honeybee colony will be within 
the sealed cells at any time (Martin 1998). Varroa have 
phases where they come into direct contact with the comb in 
the reproductive phase (Donzé and Guerin 1994), so walk-
ing will take place and it is possible that jolting may also 
occur. We know from our experience that bees fill the cells 
surrounding the accelerometer with their normal content, 
including brood. This increases the chances of a mite inhab-
iting the vicinity of the sensor for many days, improving 
the chance of its detection. Establishing the function of the 
jolting pulse may improve mite detection, as it is currently 
unknown whether it is produced in the brood cells. If we 
establish when and where the behaviour is likely to occur, 
we can focus on more specific search times and locations for 
its detection. In previous studies, we have placed two accel-
erometers in a central position on the frame, equidistant from 
one another and the frame edge. This has worked well for 
registering frequently occurring honeybee signals (Ramsey 
et al. 2018) but may not be optimum for mite signal cap-
ture, particularly as detection success is likely to be affected 
by the distance between the mite and accelerometer. In our 
work so far, mites were always positioned within three to 
four cm of the sensor, but Varroa could reside everywhere in 
a real hive. It is likely that an array of accelerometers will be 
needed for this exploration.

The work discussed here therefore provides a pioneering 
step towards the detection of mites in a real hive using accel-
erometers. The features that we have extracted and described 
can be used to inform a search tool for jolting and walk-
ing pulses within a full-sized hive. We can now utilise this 
breakthrough as the foundation for future endeavours, such 
as investigating whether the mite vibrational pulses can be 
detected when originating from the capped brood cells.

Is the jolting pulse functional? – A better understand-
ing of why the jolting pulse is transmitted by the mite may 
provide additional information on where the behaviour will 
occur, which may then improve Varroa vibration detection. 
Some of the features of jolting vibrational trace indicate that 
it may serve a purpose. Mites lack the necessary anatomical 
features for detecting airborne sound (Dillier et al. 2006), and 
they have no eyes (Dillier et al. 2006; Dowling 2015). It is 
therefore presumed that the other sensory systems guide the 
species’ behaviour, such as the chemosensory and olfactory 
systems (Dillier et al. 2006; Zeigelmann et al. 2012), and 
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perhaps vibratory information contributes to the successful 
completion of their life cycle. One feature that we see in our 
results is the remarkable strength of the jolting pulse. For an 
animal of its modest size and mass, the jolting vibration is 
exceptionally strong when compared to the vibrational sig-
nals of much larger honeybees. It also requires a large power 
of 810nW, delivered by the mite. When comparing this to 
small species that produce functional vibratory signals (leaf 
cutter ant stridulatory distress signals: output 10–20nW 
(Markl 1967), organism size 1–10 mg (Roces & Holldobler 
1994), 3–16mm; Sehirus impressus (Canthophorus impres
sus) communication signal: output 30nW, organism size 
25 mg, 6–7mm (Michelsen et al. 1982); Omocestus viridu
lus grasshopper courtship signal: output 61nW (Michelsen 
et al. 1999), organism size 165–310 mg (Kriegbaum 1997), 
1–2cm), we can see that Varroa, an animal of a significantly 
smaller size, produces jolting vibrations that are of a much 
higher power output. Due to the cost inherent to the high 
energy requirement of this signal, it would seem unlikely 
that the vibration we register is simply a by-product of the 
animals’ activity.

Jolting pulses also differ dependent on the substrate on 
which they are produced, which, as previously discussed, is 
the result of the frequency response of the substrate. Some 
species engage in the production of probing pulses that are 
transmitted into a substrate so that the organism can detect 
the subsequent reflections and gain environmental infor-
mation (Wäckers et al. 1998). Parasitoid wasps, mole rats 
and aye-ayes (Broad & Quicke 2001; Kimchi et al. 2005; 
Sterling & McCreless 2006) do so in order to identify hosts/
prey or gather knowledge on their surroundings. As jolting 
pulses vary as a result of the substrate upon which they are 
transmitted, but walking pulses do not, this could be indica-
tive of a probing function.

We have also established that some mite individuals jolt 
hundreds of times, continuously, and for prolonged periods. 
This indicates a large expenditure of accumulated energy, 
and thereby further suggests that perhaps jolting is beneficial 
to the animal in some way. The probing pulses of the species 
mentioned earlier also follow a repetitive action, with para-
sitoid wasps transmitting vibrations repeatedly until a host is 
found (Wäckers et al. 1998), mole rats producing 198 ± 15 
signals per metre of tunnel that they excavate (Kimchi et al. 
2005), and aye-ayes tapping the material containing their 
prey at a consecutive rate of 97.7 ± 19.9ms over a range of a 
few seconds (Ramsier & Dominy 2012). Pulse repetition for 
mites is therefore compliant with the idea of them serving 
an exploratory purpose, although it remains to be explained 
why some individuals remain static and jolting for prolonged 
periods, and why some only jolt a few times.

At this stage, we can only speculate a possible function 
for the novel jolting behaviour and its corresponding vibra-
tional trace. The results of this work extensively character-
ise the features of the vibration, but do not explore why the 

behaviour may be produced. Better understanding of the 
pulse function will provide exciting avenues to explore, per-
haps even allowing further infestation management strate-
gies to be designed, such as non-chemical traps.

The results of this study demonstrate the successful 
detection of individual Varroa mites using accelerometers 
on multiple substrates and disclose a behaviour that is new 
to science, which we refer to as ‘jolting’. The features of 
the associated vibrational pulse strongly indicate that it is 
possible to detect mites in honeybee hives using accelerom-
eters, and this now requires further work to narrow down the 
location of pulse production for a more lucrative search. By 
exploring this, we may also shed light on the function of the 
pulse, as our early results tantalisingly suggest that the jolt-
ing behaviour is beneficial to the animal.
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